
 

 
 

 
 

The Year Out - Dealing with a Recession 
 

Recessions in the construction industry come and go with regularity.  A good 15 - 20% of 
the profession has had to find their first work in similar economic circumstances to you.  
Remain positive, you are heading into a career that will last 40 – 50 years, this is a small blip 
and circumstances will change.  Don’t loose your passion because you can’t get the job 
you want this year.   
 

This is not the moment to worry specifically about gaining 12 months experience towards 
your 24 months practical experience.  If you can - great, but if you can’t other skills you 
may pick up will enhance you as an architect and may prove just as valuable.  However 
you should record any experience that is relevant.  Check the Part 2 University for entry 
requirements, alternative employment will probably be considered on its merits.  How you 
discuss it on your application form is important. 
 

When placements are hard to come by you need to think laterally – think of alternative 
ideas to practice - community initiatives, upskilling, alternative related areas, specialisation 
etc 
 
An Architectural placement 
 

There are very few placements being advertised at the moment and it will be difficult to 
get a job in practice – but not impossible.  Your chances might be improved by 
considering the following: 
 

• Your CV must be the very best.  Be critical, spend time on it, make it graphically 
excellent, keep it updated (replace old graphics with new ones) and proof read it 
fastidiously!  Consider including a project sheet from your best 3rd year project. 

 

• Many practices are very short of skills, having lost staff.  As graduates you have very 
good presentation, graphic and computer skills - which are now needed by offices 
taking on competitions and developing proposals.  Emphasis these skills.  Can you 
improve the practice website? 

 

• When contacting practices, offer to work a short week, (minimum 3 days), offer to 
accept a short-term contract of 3 months, come across as flexible as possible. 

 

• Try visiting offices and leaving your portfolio for 24 hours and calling back the next day. 
 

• Construct a website and put all the information you have about your ability, then 
direct practices to it. 

 

• Keep checking all the places jobs are advertised on a very regular basis. 
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• Keep in contact with any offices that write back saying they were not sure they would 
take a student, or those that will make a decision based on the summer workload. 

 

• Keep looking, even if you have another non-architectural job.  Placements will come 
up all through the year. 

 

• Your degree portfolio has a limited shelf life.  Employers will be looking to see evidence 
of your initiative, skills and work ethic when they start to take on staff again.  Think 
about ‘alternative’ work and how it may demonstrate transferable skills. 

 

If you get a placement, value it, be proactive and resourceful.  Access the PEDR website 
for information on recording your experience.   Let your university know where you are.   
 
But keep in mind it may not last the year, keep your CV & portfolio up to date and hang 
onto those sketches on a day to day basis.  Be prepared for redundancy to come along 
at any time. 
 
Working Abroad 
 

You are probably single and without dependents.  In the next recession you may well 
have a mortgage and children at local schools.  Enjoy the freedom you have now. 
 

In a global recession it is difficult to suggest where you might go with any certainty of 
gaining work, but there will always be pockets of work.  If you can travel and live cheaply, 
then knocking on doors may prove fruitful for short-term work.  Take your opportunities 
where you find them.  Remember that local practices can be found on the ARB website 
simply by searching the country slot – and it probably means somebody at the other end 
can speak English.  Be aware that for full contracts very often a work permit is required 
and you will need to check the rules for the country where you are. 
 

The Middle East is considered to have work, but even there some practices are not getting 
paid.  Bear in mind you need to be sponsored to work there.  The AJ has done some useful 
articles on working in Middle Eastern countries. 
 
Consider other work 
 

Work doesn’t have to be a choice of an architect’s office or a waste of time.  Working 
elsewhere in the industry or outside can be just as, and sometimes more, rewarding than in 
practice.  And you will be learning/enhancing transferable skills - communication, people 
and organisational skills etc.  
  

“Finding work in parallel fields can actually increase your design knowledge. …..in the past I 
have worked for Consulting Engineers, Builders, Sub-contract trades, heck I even mowed lawns 
for a short while. All of these prior experiences have given me a fundamental understanding of 
the mechanics of Architecture.”   

“I went through the 1990 recession as a young architect and cobbled freelance jobs, 
waitressing, house painting and lots of other stuff together to get by. Along the way I learned 
management skills, how to maintain inventory and supplies, how to bid jobs, accounting, 
customer service, and lots of legal stuff about creating and running a business”. 
        Quotes from last recession AR Mar 09. 

 



• Contact local construction companies.  You can work as a labourer on site, or as gofer 
to the site agent, or in the office assisting the estimator or buyer, or even as 
receptionist.  Any of these will expose you to building construction and will build your 
knowledge.  Many practitioners think an understanding of work on site is key to being a 
good architect, and it will be an asset on your CV. 

 

• Try local engineering companies, they are more buoyant at the moment with 
infrastructure projects, sell them your presentation skills, or organisational skills. 

 

• Think laterally – e.g. companies considering moving premises or building have use for a 
project manager on a temporary basis.  A steep learning curve but valuable 
experience. 

 

• Consider the local builders merchants; do they need any summer cover?  You will learn 
a lot about building materials and hairy contractors! 

 

• Building supplier companies, do they need people who understand graphic design 
and building details and can photograph buildings for their brochures, website etc.  Or 
even assisting with sales work taking queries from architects and contractors. 

 

• In the worst eventuality, even B & Q or equivalent retailers will expose you to building 
materials. 

 

“I was probably the best educated bike courier in the world, but I did get to see the 
inside of every tower in London”. Quote from last recession AR Mar 09. 

 
Unpaid work 
 

Voluntary work is different from unpaid work.  Here there is a real possibility of being 
exploited; practices cut their fees to gain work, and then expect students to work for 
nothing to keep the practice afloat, none of which does the profession any good.  Value 
your worth - if you are gainfully employed for any length of time you should be paid.  
However there are schemes that can offer internships (unpaid placements). 
 

Internships normally provide experience in the form of shadowing, and you should be able 
to go along to meetings and site visits etc. with senior staff.   If you find you are being kept 
in front of a computer producing drawings, this is NOT an internship.  It is in your interests to 
find out exactly what is being offered in terms of experience. 
 
Journalism might suit and the AJ frequently advertises for internships, unpaid but will cover 
expenses http://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/internships-at-the-aj/1996286.article 
 
If you are out of work long term (over 6 months), under new rules unemployed 
architecture graduates looking for practical experience after completing part I will be 
able to undertake an unpaid placement of up to 13 weeks without forfeiting their £64.30 
jobseeker’s allowance.  To be eligible, graduates must have been claiming the benefit for 
at least six months.  You could set this up with a local practice. 

You can offer to do a work placement, unpaid, for 2 weeks.  You might then be able to 
turn this into a job even if at the basic wage.  You might decide to work for 4 weeks for 



free.  We cannot recommend you do any longer than this with any one practice, unless 
you are being ‘hosted’ by a practice or on the above internship scheme.  Hosting is where 
you arrange to be in an office and doing independent work, say competition work and it 
is very clear you – and not the practice - are the author and will get any credit for work 
you do (it could be a joint submission with the practice but not theirs alone).  See 
http://www.architecture.com/EducationAndCareers/Home.aspx  

Voluntary work 
 

For the adventurous, there is a list of relevant volunteer programmes at... 
http://archrecord.construction.com/news/economy/survivalguide/0903volunteer.asp 
this is American led but there are UK branches of the main VO’s and will give you ideas. 
 

Think locally, are there voluntary groups that could use your expertise, a new community 
project etc.  Take a look around you and find your own opportunities.  Ask the Local 
Authority if they can point you in anybodies direction for building related voluntary work.  
What about becoming a school governor where development is probable?  Taking the 
client role you can learn a lot about design.  
 

V is an organisation that makes it easier for young people aged 16/25 find volunteering 
opportunities that will help their local community while giving them much needed 
experience. For more information visit www.vinspired.com. 
 

Offer to volunteer at a local national monument / historic building. 

Gain additional skills 
 

Keep improving your skills – and not just in architecture, consider management, 
environmental etc.  Many resources are free or low cost, check out your local library. 

• Consider gaining a specialism by undertaking postgraduate level education – at home 
or abroad.  Check out scholarship options 

 

• CAD and graphic skills are key to your success; use spare time to hone your skills on 
software packages – whilst doing competitions. 

 

• Learn a language / develop what you learnt at school into a business skill 
 

• If relevant, consider improving your standard of written English to your "skill set" 
 
Stay involved with Architecture 
 

Even out of work or redundant, keep involved.  You can access all the magazines on-line, 
AJ, BD, AR etc. for no cost. 
 

Look out for architecture events held nationally and regionally (RIBA has a list, also 
information in Journals).  Go along if you can, many are free and you might bump into a 
few architects!  Don’t be shy about saying you are looking for work and ALWAYS carry 
some cards with basic contact details.  Network at full throttle!  Find out what is going on 
in your local RIBA region. 
 



Communication - it has never been easier to find out about opportunities (incl. 
competitions), to reproduce work and to disseminate it or to collaborate nationally / 
internationally.  Form groups that will support each other, collaborate on a competition, 
don’t be alone. 
 

Always have something to look forward to, make a group decision to meet up in 2 months 
(e.g advance tickets to London can be really cheap) and do an architectural tour, re-
inspire yourselves. 
 
Beware 
We advise against taking on work that might incur liabilities you are not covered for – even 
if it is voluntary, pro bono work. 
 
 
ABOVE ALL, KEEP IN TOUCH with friends, with university, with architecture in general. 
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